Hayward pool heater wiring diagram
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donwiley Start date Aug 6, JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Aug 6, 13 The Villages, FL. We just finished our
new pool last week and I want to make some changes to allow it to control some lighting around
the pool. The manual really sucks. If anyone has any other technical information on the unit or
hacks I'm open to that also. Right now the unit is controlling the 2 speed pump with the filter
and Aux 2 output, the solar with valve 3, the waterfall with Aux 1, the pool light, and the salt unit.
I know there are supposed to be more outputs on the unit. Any help, insights, experience
anyone can share would be appreciated. TFP Expert. LifeTime Supporter. May 19, 43, Tucson,
AZ. Welcome Which unit do you have? The lighting will require using the Aux relays, the P4 and
PS4 only have 4 of them The manuals I have all say PL-Plus. Is there some place on the unit that
gives the actual model number? I haven't looked too close at the unit yet still working yard
recovery but I think they connected the valve actuator for the waterfall to the relay driver output
instead of connecting the contol relay to it. Well, it has to say on the unit somewhere not sure
where I have not bought myself one yet. Looks like a P4 which would mean the only output I
really have left is the Heater output to tinker with. Rambo Active member. Jul 11, Rambo said:. I
just spent a little time inside the Aqua Plus panel and manual and have figure out the Aux 1
controling my waterfall. When you turn on the Aux 1 relay Valve 1 also opens, the Aux 1 relay is
still active so both can be used. So now I have taken this to the next step and moved the
waterfall valve to Valve 2. Since Valve 2 follows Aux 2 and Aux 2 controls the pump speed, when
ever the pump is in slow speed Aux 2 active the waterfall now runs. This frees up Aux 1 to
control something else pool deck lighting? The one downside I think I'm going to run into is
with the solar heating. The solar is set to run with the pump in slow if heat is available and I
don't think the pump has enough discharge head to run them both and get the desired flow from
the waterfall. I'm going to check it tomorrow if conditions are right. I'm assuming the
motherboard can support multiple control units as there is a plug for Valve4 and for Aux3 thru
Aux6. Does anyone know anything about these extra connections? So valve 1 will come on
when I cut aux 1 on? Yes, valve one and Aux 1 both come on when the configuration is set
properly. Kyle Member. May 8, 5. I did do some tinkering and fond there isn't much flexibility,
nor is there any additional expansion capabilities. MassNerd LifeTime Supporter. Apr 27,
Central Massachusetts. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads D. Pentair
MiniMax Plus unable to maintain temp. Replies 1 Views Feb 7, kimkats. Help with Start-up for
Minimax PLus Replies 5 Views Dec 23, uwquigman. Pool Brush for Stonescape aqua white mini
pebble with abalone shell and brush for ceramic waterline tiles. Replies 2 Views Dec 3, bigflred
Replies 9 Views Hayward Aqua Connect Home Network. JustinLV Jul 27, Replies 4 Views Jul 28,
VinceL. Top Bottom. Welcome to TFP! For a wealth of pool care information please check out
our free Pool School. If you are in need of specific help then we encourage you to Register and
ask us here in the forum! Quick Links. See also: Quick Manual. Do not touch any electrical
switch; do. Hayward Heaters For A Swimming Pool Conformance With Codes Heater Operation
Lighting Instructions - Millivolt Operating Instructions - Electronic Ignition Temperature
Controls Periodic Inspection Spring Start-up Control Access Heat Exchanger Removal Page 4:
General Information 50 years in the engineering and production of the safe use of the Model H,
H, H, H, H, finest in water heating equipment. The The heat exchanger in your Hayward pool
heater is made from the highest quality of copper and nickel Cupronickel premium materials
and the exacting processes used in the manufacture of the heat exchanger is state of the art in
pool heater design and This additional information is intended to provide the most current and
up-to-date information to the customer. Page 7: Installation On receipt of the heater equipment,
inspect the heater carton The H-Series heaters may be installed up to feet of consult customer
service at Hayward. If elevation above sea level. For indoor installations, a DHI vent Figure 7
must be used. All models except the H may be installed indoor using a DHI vent. Replace the
flue collector and secure with the four screws. Make sure insulation strips on flue collector
remain in place. The H-Series heater is designed so that it can be installed with Millivolt Heaters
Only - Carefully route the thermostat capillary the water connections located on either the left or
right side of the tube and bulb to the heater left side and route bulb through the heater. See
Figure The following installation and service clearances must WARNING: Canadian Installations
Only - The venting be maintained from surfaces to provide adequate air flow to system shall not
be installed with the top of the vent assembly the heater. When directly communicating with the
outdoors, each opening shall have a minimum free area of 1 square inch per 4, BTU per hour of
total input rating of all equipment in the enclo- The following installation and service clearances

must be sure. Hayward will not be responsible for heaters that soot up due to improper gas line
or Propane tank sizing resulting in improper gas volume. Page Plumbing Connections Figure If
the normal pump and filter system flow rate exceeds The heater uses its internal thercompartment for connection of a remote control system. The gas valve must be in the
operating. If the gas pressure does not meet the above require- 4. The The heat exchanger in
your Hayward pool heater is made from the highest quality of copper and nickel Cupronickel
materials. The digital pool, spa or hot tub. Periodically check the venting system on outdoor
heaters. Turn the two screws counterclockwise which secure the control panel door. Open the
control panel to access the operating controls. Shut off water, gas and electricity to the heater.
See figure 8. Drain heat exchanger. Lift up and remove heater integral vent. Remove screws
from left and right side access panels and remove the panels. Guide burner assembly through
intermediate panel. Lift up, inspection of the pilot and main burners. A mirror, placed on the and
place burner mounting bracket on the three retaining heater bottom below the burners, may be
necessary to view the hooks on the intermediate panel. Turn pump, main gas valve and
electricity off. Unplug wires from rear circuit board. The text 3. With the pump and heater
system switch on, turn the adjust- These controls will shut the heater off in the event that temment dial on the pressure switch clockwise, until a click is peratures outside the combustion
chamber and inside the heater heard from the gas valve. Remove pressure switch tube from
header. Electronic ignition only 8. Loosen union nuts and detach pool plumbing from header.
The transformer reduces the main power supply of V or V down to volts. This is the voltage
range in which the 9. This procedure assumes that the filter system is operating. Jumper wires
are used for system checkout only. Remove all jumper wires following system checkout or
damage to heater may result. Check for inadequate gas supply, pressure, pipe size. Page 39
Does the main burner fire? Be sure the manual reset high temperature limiter is not thrown.
Does the main burner fire? Verify that pump is running. This is a normal display when the pump
is off. Turn pump on. LO code should clear. If LO does not clear, proceed to step 2. Check state
of 2 dip This is a normal display when heater is being controlled by a remote ther- Bypass
Operation switch on back of control mostat. Page 48 We shall not pay, nor be responsible for
shipping or delivery charges to Hayward Pool Products, Inc. Print page 1 Print document 52
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Pool pumps are wired to run on either V or V. Most are run on V
and are preset at the manufacturers at V. If you are going to wire your own pool pump, you must
first know what voltage is coming to your pump from the house circuit breaker. Also you must
ensure that the electrical supply agrees with the motor's voltage, phase, and cycle and that all
electrical wiring conforms to local codes and NEC regulations. If you are unsure of this voltage
or are unfamiliar with electrical codes and regulations, have a professional electrician wire your
pump for you or at least check your work. Failure to wire the pump correctly can cause
electrical shock or can damage your pump motor and void your warranty. Toggle navigation
Menu Cart Chat. Here are the instructions for how to enable JavaScript in your web browser.
Once you've enabled Javascript, please refresh this page. Or give us a call at , and we would be
happy to take your order by phone. Email Guide. Print Guide. See All Steps. Things You'll Need.
Swimming Pool Pumps. Step by Step. Step 1 Measure the voltage on the wires going to your
pool pump. This voltage will be either V or V. Pool Pump manufacturers commonly list these as
V or V. Generally you will have three wires coming to your pump. For V you will generally have a
red, a black and a green wire. The red and black wires are both hot. There is no neutral. The
green wire is always ground. For V the three wires are generally black hot , white neutral and
green ground. Step 3 Unscrew the two screws that hold the cover over the back end of the
motor. Remove the cover to expose the electrical connectors. Step 4 Screw a metal elbow onto
your pool pump at the end of the motor. Step 5 Run conduit from the metal box to the pump.
String your three wires thru the conduit and metal elbow into the end of the motor. Screw the
conduit collar onto the end of the elbow. Ensure that your wire size is adequate for the HP rating
and distance from the power source. Check your pool pump owners manual for the correct size.
Step 6 If you are wiring for V, the three wires coming to the pool pump from the circuit box are
red, black and green. In this example for Hayward pool pumps, red will go to the L1 terminal and
black will go to the L2 terminal. The green wire will be under the green screw to the far right. In
addition there is a black plug with two wires coming from inside the motor , a black wire and
white wire with a black tracer line. The black plug is positioned so that the white arrow on top of
the 2 prong black plug is pointing at V. Step 7 For clarification this picture shows the terminals
without the wires. The red wire is attached to terminal 1 of Line 1 L1. The black wire is attached
to terminal 3 of Line 2 L2. The green wire is attached to Ground GND. The black plug is
positioned so that the black wire is attached to terminal 5. For V the white wire is not attached.
Step 8 If you are wiring for V, the three wires to the pool pump will be black, white and green.

Attach the white V wire to terminal 1 of Line 1 L1. Attach the black wire 0 V to terminal 3 of Line
2 L2. Attach the green wire under the Ground screw GND. The black plug is shifted in position
so the black wire is attached to terminal 4 Line 2 L2 and the white wire is attached to terminal 5.
Note: in this position the white arrow on top of the 2 prong black plug is pointing at the V label.
Step 9 Replace the pool pump motor cover and secure it with the two screws. Step 10 Lastly
your pool pump motor must be bonded in accordance with local electrical code requirements.
Use a solid copper conductor, size 8 AWG or larger. Run this wire from from a reinforcing rod to
the pressure wire connector provided on the motor housing. Note: In this example the wire
coming from the bottom of the picture is going to the pump. The upper wire is going to the
heater to bond the heater. Add a Comment. If you know the voltage of your power source, and
that the motor is currently set to a different voltage, I would just switch it to the right setting. Do
I still need to attach a ground wire to the new motor and if so where do I attach the other end of
the ground to? The ground wire is connected to the metal housing of the breaker box. I'd make
sure to higher an eletrician to get you set up. When I went to hard wire the pump, of course I
misplaced the vac lead. Any ideas as to the Hayward part number. Thank you for reading. L1
and L2 and terminals Thank you for reading! A picture of the motor label would be most helpful.
Exisiting setup has 2 blue wires and green for ground. Is it correct that either blue wire can be
connected to either terminal. One black wire goes to L1; the other black wire goes to L2. There
is no wrong answer. The green ground wire goes to the green screw adjacent to the L1 and L2.
If you need a wiring diagram for a specific motor we would need the part or catalog number of
the motor. Your video says the white wire is L1 and the black is L2 the other video is the exact
opposite. Does it matter? Follow the wiring guidelines listed on that tag. With my red and blue
power wires v , is there polarity with respect to the terminals? I don't want accidentally run the
pump in reverse, you know? It will not run in reverse. Thank you. Also, I am a customer that
order parts from your co. I am awaiting for an Impeller. Are you trying to wire a volt motor so
that it acce
repair headphone jack
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pts volts? Or are you trying to switch a dual voltage motor from to ? Or are you wanting to
change out a motor for a whole new motor? If mine does not have a wear ring but the impeller
keeps falling out can I put one on to hold impeller in place when trying to reconnect motor into
housing? Can you provide that info? You can also refer to the wiring guide on the side of the
motor for wiring guidance. Line 1 has v Line 2 has v then I have ground. Does this sound
correct to you? Thanks for your help. If your motor label says v, you can't test it on v. If the
motor is v, you can run the hot line usually black to the low or high speed terminal, the neutral
line usually white to the common terminal, and the ground line to the ground terminal green
screw. I have 4 wires coming out of the motor. How would I wire it up just to see if it's still
good? The four wires are red, blue, white, and black. How would I wire it to a electrical cord to
see if it works? Any suggestions would be appreciated.

